SYNCEV 7.4KW
SMART UNIT
THE SYNCEV
CHARGE POINT
is the most discreet Next
Generation Smart Home Vehicle
Charger in the UK.
Complete with a
3 Year warranty

SyncEV Charge Points
are a leading Manufacturer of
domestic electric and commercial
Electric Vehicle Chargers
Our Home Car Charger is reliable, stylish,
discreet and competitively priced fully
covered by our 3 year manufacturer
warranty.
As the majority of the charging of your car
will likely be at home it is essential that
you choose a reliable charging
solution that is discreet and blends into
your home surroundings and does not
become an eyesore.
With full OLEV (Office for Low Emission
Vehicles) approval on our units you
could be eligible for the OLEV grant
This Government funded grant can
provide 75% towards the cost of
your electric vehicle home
charging point up to a
maximum of £350.00

▶ Most discreet Smart Charger in The
▶ UK
▶ 7.4kw Charge Current Variable
▶ 18th Edition Compliant
▶ OLEV approved
▶ Built in earthing arrangement means
no costly groundwork, holes in driveways
or additional mess or costly inspection
chambers
▶ IK07/ IP54 rated
▶ RFID as Standard
▶ DC leakage as standard with 6MA DC ▶
▶ and built in 30ma Type A AC RCD

SYNCEV FOR
COMMERCIAL
APPLICATIONS

▶ Can be installed on a 40A MCB
▶ Fuse Saver Dynamic Load Management
▶ included with addition of CT Clamp to ▶
protect supply fuses (Home Hub Kit Required)
▶ Scheduled start times via free APP You
▶ could save £100’s per year by using off ▶
peak energy tariffs to charge your vehicle
▶ Smart Grid enabled
▶ Smart App giving user full control and ▶
▶ cloud billing for commercial applications

SyncEV CHARGE is a feature-rich EV
charging software solution that you can
use to manage your EV charging network
via OCPP, handle management of
charging stations, partnership relations,
tariffs, billing & payments, CRM, statistics
and more. It also provides your customers
with a convenient way to use your
charging stations through our mobile app
(for iOS and Android).
WEB-BASED CONTROL PANEL.
Manage all aspects of your charging
infrastructure, customer & partner
relations, billing and payments, view stats
and reports. Accessible online with
comprehensive access control.
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▶ Discreet RGB Lighting Mode showing ▶
status
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▶ Future Proof as regards updates of
▶ firmware and software (via over the air
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updates)

▶ Multiple units can be linked together in

the Cloud

▶ Can take power from a PV system if
▶ available
▶ Technical support via Phone/ email and
▶ web chat plus installer training videos

info@syncev.co.uk

Available through your
local electrical wholesaler

